Abstract-This paper addresses the impact of Virtual Memory Streaming (VMS) technique in provisioning virtual
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtual memory [1] is a well-known technique used in most general-purpose operating systems, and almost all modern processors have hardware to support it. Virtual memory creates a uniform virtual address space for applications and allows the operating system and hardware to handle the address translation between the virtual address space and the physical address space [2] . Modern computers are sufficiently powerful to use virtualization to present the illusion of many smaller virtual machines (VMs), each running a separate operating system instance [3] .
When running a virtual machine, the hypervisor creates a contiguous addressable memory space for the virtual machine. This memory space has the same properties as the virtual address space presented to the applications by the guest operating system. This allows the hypervisor to run multiple virtual machines simultaneously while protecting the memory of each virtual machine from being accessed by others. Therefore, from the view of the application running inside the virtual machine, the hypervisor adds an extra level of address translation that maps the guest physical address to the host physical address. As a result, there are three virtual memory layers in typical hypervisors: guest virtual memory, guest physical memory, and host physical memory.
Virtualization is a fundamental component in cloud technology. The VMM's provide Virtual Machine Memory by shadow paging and control with the help of guest operating system with mapping in the shadow page table [4] , [5] , [6] and reclaim virtual memory as required [5] .
After the introduction, the remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First of all, section 2 describes the Virtual Memory Streaming Technique. Then, section 3 describes the proposed architecture and implementation details of the solution developed to enable virtual memory streaming for VMs in order to automatically scaling of virtual infrastructure. Next, section 4 describes a case study that executes a synthetic application that reproduces several dynamic memory consumption patterns on a virtual infrastructure. Later, section 5 discusses the main implications of the results both from the point of view of the user and the resource provider. Finally, section 6 summarizes the paper and points to future work.
II. VIRTUAL MEMORY STREAMING TECHNIQUE
Virtual Memory Streaming (VMS) is a scaling virtualization technology that allows different virtual machines rapid scale, high performance, and increase hardware utilization. VMS brings together several advanced hypervisor memory management techniques including granular page sharing, dynamic memory footprint management, live migration, cloning, read caching, and a unique virtual machine cloning capability.
With VMS, virtual machines do not have to go through a performance intensive boot process. Instead, they launched from pre-booted live images and are ready to serve requests within seconds. The launched virtual machines have a low memory footprint, resulting in dense memory oversubscription. Using VMS, you can create a live image of a running virtual machine instance. The entire disk and memory state of the running instance including the operating system and applications is preserved in the live image. VMS optimizes entire virtualization layer providing faster boot times for virtual machines, generous runtime memory savings and a superior scale-out platform for application.
VMS technology takes a snapshot of running VM of the Operating System loaded and application ready to service required. In the figure 2.1 shows, snapshot is combination of OS-memory; application memory and runtime data.
From this snapshot, this provision clones can start instantly to any server (see figure 2 .2); memory streams to new virtual machine as needed and as transparently shared. These clone virtual machine start many times faster than traditional booted virtual machine and consume of fractions of memory and cutoff almost all IO booted.
In the figure 2.3, through RAM cloning, running virtual machines are streamed instantly into new virtual machines.
Installing a guest operating system and applications can be time consuming. With clones, you can make many copies of a virtual machine from a single installation and configuration process. Cloning a virtual machine is faster than start it again. Users can launch many virtual machines in less than few seconds.
By this technique, VMS get ability to stream and thin provision the virtual machine's memory enables de-duplication of common elements for use by virtual servers. Virtual Memory Streaming (VMS) technique gives a true live migration to move VMs from one server to another without ever losing packets. VMS changes the sequence of tasks to eliminate the need to boot and configure virtual machines and the associated heavyweight data transfer. [16] and Eucalyptus [17] do not virtual memory streaming out of the box.
OpenStack extensions that enable VMS to run on OpenStack have been developed and made available the OpenStack Virtual Machine (VM) instances for both KVM and Xen Hypervisors [8] under the Apache license. After insatallation, OpenStack -A computer with the nova tool installed, as well as the VMS novaclient plugin. Therefore, for OpenStack, VMS is implemented as an OpenStack extension through Nova-API. A lightweight service that runs on each compute host and exposes an API primitive for nova called live-image-create. For this proof-of-concept implementation, we have modified OpenStack in order to include an additional operation to access the functionality of the KVM hypervisor for virtual memory streaming, through the Piston OpenStack. Therefore, the new operation allows to operation of live migration and virtual machine cloning from OpenStack. The figure 4.1 summarizes the main components for the model implementation to enable Virtual Memory Streaming (VMS) for virtual infrastructure.
First of all, the VMs are deployed via OpenStack on a private Cloud infrastructure. OpenStack is freely available under the Apache 2.0 license. They are based on a Virtual Machine Image (VMI) with Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, which has a kernel recent enough (3.2.X) to support memory streaming techniques when running as a guest OS. Now, we install Piston OpenStack. Piston OpenStack is a cloud operating system that allows to deploy and to manage an OpenStack private cloud without IT operations expertise. With VMS Piston OpenStack streams the memory from a instance snapshot of an actually booted memory that are running from VMs. Virtual machines launched through VMS start with a small amount of memory. Required memory is allocated for the VMs and optimized continuously. Through memory cloning, running virtual machines are streamed instantly into new virtual machines. First level of virtual machine provisioning-for each host a numbers of VMs provisioned with 4 GM virtual memory; after using VMS techniques -each VM is streamed into two VMs with 2 GB virtual memory. As virtual machines are thin provisioned, reduces memory footprints and thus, let pile on twice as many virtual servers onto every physical server. VMS techniques involve real-time policy-based memory management system that will control the memory footprint of each virtual machine as well as host-wide memory usage.
IV. CASE STUDY
In order to assess the effectiveness of these techniques, we have executed a case study on a private Cloud infrastructure composed by four Blade servers (M600 and M610 models). Each server has eight cores and 16 GB of RAM. VMs are deployed by OpenStack and Piston-OpenStack is employed to manage the memory streaming techniques supported by the KVM hypervisor. VMs are based on Ubuntu 12.04 LTS with 1 978-1-4799-5180-2/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE GB of (initial) memory size and 1 GB of swap space. VMs run on top of KVM which in turn runs on top of a host OS (which again is Ubuntu 12.04). One or more physical hosts running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. A Havana, installation of OpenStack. These instructions assume Havana. Basic functionality like creation of images and booting of VMs is assumed to be working. Ubuntu Cloud Infrastructure is a ready to deploy Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) based on OpenStack. These instructions apply to Ubuntu 12.04 LTS to deploy Virtual Memory Streaming for OpenStack VMS version 2.6. After insatallation, OpenStack -A computer with the nova tool installed, as well as the VMS nova-client plugin. nova API, compute, and dashboard services can be running on different physical hosts or can all be running on the same host. These instructions assume that all services are running on the same host.
For Ubuntu, Havana installation of OpenStack. Basic functionality like creation of images and booting of VMs is assumed to be working. Install the API extension using the aptget command. If you are installing to a Havana OpenStack installation on multi-node deployments, VMS requires shared storage to store live-image snapshots. VMS supports NFS, Ceph, and glance as a shared storage backend. These are the following steps for configuration for VMS: Install an Ubuntu image; Create a cloud-init script; Boot a VM -boot a VM as usual, but with the -user-data flag to pass the cloud-init file to the VM; Configure the VM -Once the VM has booted, we can install software and configure any post-launch steps; Create a VM snapshot -once the VM has been configured as desired, we can create a snapshot using the nova live-image-create command; We can check on the status of the snapshot using the nova list command; Launch a clone VM from snapshotOnce the snapshot is in the complete state, we can launch new VMs from it with the nova live-image-start command.
V. EVALUATION
When a new virtual machine is launched, VMS streams the live image state to the new instance making it immediately available. The new instance starts up from where the snapshot left off. Common elements are de-duplicated and shared between virtual machines to reduce IO and storage needs. The new instance is automatically configured by VMS on the flywhen the new clone comes up, we change its network identity and hostname. VMS also seamlessly joins your new virtual machine to your active directory without a reboot.
VMS technique will do a rolling upgrade of an entire OpenStack environment without ever turning off a service or without ever turning off a VM. Traditional hypervisors such as KVM takes VM offline for anywhere between 15 and 30 seconds, which is not good enough. So Virtual Memory Streaming gives a true live migration to move VMs from one server to another without ever losing packets.
Some are the average VM startup time [17] showed in the table 5.1.
With VMS technique, in performance characteristics where handling 5% more load consumes very close to 5% more resources (CPU, memory, and I/O). This also allows for finegrained packing of VMs into the available memory of physical hosts, putting all available memory to work without any drastic measures such as ballooning or re-sizing VMs. Instantiating machines this way allows the simultaneous launch of hundreds of instances instantaneously. And, in addition to doubling the virtual machine density, significantly cutting storage and network requirements and the budgets to back them. With VMS technique, user can double the virtual machines per host via memory oversubscription, thus cutting the required memory cost budget by half and spending that savings in scaling the infrastructure with other required resources. I/O bottlenecks are removed as user streams only 2-4GB of RAM which is faster than streaming 20-40GB of disk image. Using live images, VMS speeds up the time it takes to launch your virtual machines by 2x-10x. VMS dynamically allocates and streams memory on demand. This reduces the memory footprint of your virtual machines and increases the density of virtual machines per server by 2x-4x. As virtual machines are thin provisioned, reduces memory footprints and thus, let pile on twice as many virtual servers onto every physical server.
VI. RELATED WORKS
Mao, Ming, and Marty Humphrey do a performance study on the VM startup time in the cloud [20] . C Clark, K Fraser, S Hand, JG Hansen, E Jul [21] demonstrate the migration of entire OS instances on a commodity cluster, recording service downtimes as low as 60ms. They show that that our performance is sufficient to make live migration a practical tool even for servers running interactive loads [21] . F Travostino, P Daspit, L Gommans, C Jog [22] demonstrate seamless live migration of virtual machines over the MAN/WAN. They work shows -"integration of VMs and deterministic light-path network services creates the VM Turntable demonstrator, an environment where in a VM is no longer limited to execute within the confines of a data center" [22] . H Liu, H Jin, X Liao, L Hu, C Yu [23] demonstrate live migration of virtual machines (VM) based on full system trace and replay. They shows live migration of virtual machines (VM) across distinct physical hosts provides a significant new benefit for administrators of data centers and clusters [23] . W Voorsluys, J Broberg, S Venugopal, R Buyya [24] shows Table 5 .1: average VM startup time from: source [17] .
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978-1-4799-5180-2/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE capability of virtual machine live migration brings benefits such as improved performance, manageability and fault tolerance. R Bradford, E Kotsovinos, A Feldmann [25] present a design, implementation, and evaluation of a system for supporting the transparent , live wide-area migration of virtual machines that use local storage for their persistence state. MR Hines, K Gopalan [26] present a design and implementation of a post-copy technique for live migration of virtual machines. T Wood, PJ Shenoy, A Venkataramani, MS Yousif [27] argue that virtualization provides significant benefits in data centers by enabling virtual machine migration to eliminate hotspots. They present Sandpiper, a system that automates the task of monitoring and detecting hotspots, determining a new mapping of physical to virtual resources and initiating the necessary migrations in a virtualized data center. H Jin, L Deng, S Wu, X Shi [r8] argue that live migration of virtual machines has been a powerful tool to facilitate system maintenance, load balancing, fault tolerance, and power-saving, especially in clusters or data centers. They introduce memory compression technique into live VM migration [28] . Y Luo, B Zhang, X Wang, Z Wang [29] describe a whole-system live migration scheme, which transfers the whole system run-time state, including CPU state, memory data, and local disk storage, of the virtual machine (VM). They describe in the three phasesin the pre-copy phase, in the freeze-and-copy phase and in the post-copy phase [29] .
Y Zhao, W Huang [30] describe a distributed load balancing algorithm based on live migration of virtual machines in cloud. K Ye, X Jiang, D Huang, J Chen [31] describe live migration framework of multiple virtual machines with resource reservation technology. They also perform a series of experiments to investigate the impacts of different resource reservation methods on the performance of live migration in both source machine and target machine [31] . H Liu, H Jin, X Liao, L Hu, C Yu [32] demonstrate live migration of virtual machine based on full system trace and replay.C Jo, E Gustafsson, J Son, B Egger [33] show live migration of virtual machines using shared storage. Y Ma, H Wang, J Dong, Y Li [34] show live migration of virtual machine with memory exploration and encoding. Two representative live migration systems, Xen live migration [18] , and VMware VMotion [19] , share similar implementation strategies. Both of them assume shared disk storage.
Virtual machine (VM) cloning is to create a replica of a source virtual machine (parent virtual machine); the replica, also called child virtual machine, owns exactly the same executing status as parent virtual machine. Fast live cloning guarantees that, during the period of cloning, the services running on the parent virtual machine observe no performance degradation [35] , [39] . There are three important goals for fast live cloning: reducing the total cloning time, minimizing the suspension time of the parent virtual machine, and maximizing resource sharing between the parent virtual machine and the child virtual machine [39] . HA Lagar-Cavilla, JA Whitney, AM Scannell, R Bryant [36] , [37] in their work they introduce VM fork and SnowFlock, and Xen-based implementation of virtual machine cloning with little runtime overhead, and frugal use of cloud IO resources. Y Sun, Y Luo, X Wang, Z Wang, B Zhang [39] exploit copy-on-write (CoW) mechanism to minimize the time of duplicating active main memory and secondary storage of the parent virtual machine. They argue that, the total cloning time of a virtual machine on Xen virtual machine monitor can be confined within several hundred milliseconds and the downtime of parent virtual machine is limited to tens of milliseconds, close to VMMpsilas scheduling interval [39] . MJ Mior, E de Lara [40] introduce FlurryDB, a scalable relational database with virtual machine cloning and argue that uses virtual machine cloning to improve resource utilization by drastically reducing the latency required to add a new replica. MJ Barber, DJ Ogden, A Aspinwall [41] demonstrate clone multiple different types of operating system images within a Virtual Machine.
Through, so many these researchers work on their very special field in live migration, cloning, caching, page-sharing or footprint management; they do not give a technique with combination some of these for efficient virtual machine scaling.
VII. CONCLUSION
Virtual Memory Streaming (VMS) is a scaling virtualization technology that allows different virtual machines rapid scale, high performance, and increase hardware utilization. VMS brings together several advanced hypervisor memory management techniques including granular page sharing, dynamic memory footprint management, live migration, cloning, read caching, and a unique virtual machine cloning capability. An architecture model is described, together with a proofof-concept implementation, that VMS dynamically scaling of virtualized infrastructure with true live migration and cloning of VMs. VMS provide rapid horizontal scale -instantly adding more virtual machines and growing from one to ten of virtual machines within few seconds. Scale interactive workloads on demand by scaling the number of virtual machines up or down automatically based on resource usage. Provide high performance -eliminate booting of virtual machines by launching VMs quickly from live images within a short time. This technique also reduces memory footprints as virtual machines are thin provisioned and memory is streamed on demand. VMS allows operators of both public and private clouds to scale their virtual infrastructures automatically and instantaneously while substantially reducing memory requirements. By using Virtual Memory Streaming (VMS) technique increased hardware utilization; as well as decreased hardware and software capital costs and thus decreased operating costs.
